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Abstract
In this study of John Donne’s “Goodfriday, 1613. Riding
Westward,” I illustrate how maps printed in Protestant Bibles in
the 16th and 17th centuries gave salvation a spatial,
chorographic orientation. Despite Reformers' iconophobia
towards depictions of Christ, Mary, and God, maps of the Holy
Land, Eden, etc. offered  safer, more exegetical mediums through
which to visualize God’s work and, by extension, God’s grace.
While traditional readings of this poem locate salvation through
meditation and memory, I argue that this new practice of
printing maps alongside Scripture prompted Donne to look to
the external world for religious guidance.

Introduction & Objectives

Though Protestant Reformers rejected icons and religious
images, they nevertheless asserted the primacy of God’s
�rst creation: the landscape. This attention to  landscape in
turn fostered a fascination with mapping Biblical events and
locations. Such maps were printed in Bibles to supplement
dif�cult parts of the text, and were thus designed to aid
readers’ understanding of God. Donne, who struggled with
his own conversion to Protestantism, in turn uses these
maps to come to terms with his own religious shortcomings,
and to correct his religious course.

Methodology

John Donne presents a cartographic gaze in much of his poetry and
prose; fascinated by navigational tools, atlases, and cosmographical
charts, Donne’s poetry re�ects changing notions of space in a rapidly
widening globe. This project, however, situates Donne within the
intellectual culture of the Protestant Reformation. In keeping with the
objectives of the  Early Modern Conversions project, my main objective
is to illustrate how Donne’s poem, with the help of these Biblical maps,
aids religious conversion by converting and resacrilizing space.

Key Findings

1. Understanding the scope and scale of professional literary
research 
2. How to synthesize information from a plethora of primary
and secondary sources to form my own unique argument 
3. How to work both independently and alongside incredible
mentorship 
4. Improvement of writing and communication skills

Works Cited Knowledge Gained from ARIA

1. Close reading Donne’s text for images, devices, etc. that
invoke landscape or create a sense of place; ex. directional
imagery and compass metaphors 
2. Reading image as text; mining the maps for thematic
content, understanding how "Goodfriday, 1613" borrows from
the visual content of the maps 
3. Use of primary sources to understand how these maps
in�uenced other �gures in Early Modern Europe; ex. John
Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Religion  
4. Use of secondary criticism to support my argument, and to
consider alternative readings
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